
When the smoke clears, 
the second fight begins

To get started or learn more, call 888.433.2040 or visit LiveWithConfidence.com

INPAX | Justification & Use of Force Law

Program Details

A MUST SEE for 
any gun owner!

“Every person has the right to defend - even by force - his person, his 
liberty, and his property.”
           —Frédéric Bastiat

Both the framers of the U.S. Constitution and, before them, the 
authors of Pennsylvania’s original Bill of Rights agreed with this notion 
of the primacy of self-defense. Yet “justification of the use of force” is 
one of the most widely misunderstood legal concepts that can, 
unfortunately, lead to tragic consequences to those forced by 
circumstance to exercise this fundamental right.

This 3-hour interactive seminar will clarify the Justification Law and 
teach you, in depth, the parameters of Justification of Force as it 
applies in the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania.

Taught by a licensed Pennsylvania attorney, this essential look at the 
issues, decisions, and consequences that arise from a situation 
requiring force will arm you with the knowledge to act appropriately 
and minimize your liability. Following a brief introduction to the law 
and key concepts such as Force, Deadly Force and the Castle 
Doctrine, the content will shift to student-driven interactive role 
playing excercises, introducing use of force scenarios to explore the 
challenges involved in the interpretation of Justification Law.

On completion of this program, you will be able to address the 
following questions...

• When can I use deadly force to defend myself? another? property?
• Do I have a duty to retreat?
• How do I gauge, in the moment, how much force to use?
• How does the law change in my home vs. the street?

...and much more!

A special program 
for NSSA members 
and their guests.

Format:
Student driven interactive 

group class with roleplaying 
component.

Location:
NSSA

Schedule:
Saturday March 12

10am - 1pm 

Prerequisites:
None

Program Fee:
$135
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INPAX PROGRAMS

Justifying Force

"Sam is a good friend and a great leader in the personal 

security training community, with an awesome team of 

trainers"

  

    Lt. Col Dave Grossman

    Author, On Killing & On Combat

“It makes me feel very prepared. It makes me more aware of 

what is going on around me.  If anything happens, I’m ready to 

react. INPAX is usable, it is easy to learn and it’s fun. You just 

have to try it.”

    Joanne Herd

    INPAX Client 

Self-Defense
• INPOWER - The Essentials
• RADAR - Teens to College
• Mastery - 5 Tiers of advanced training

Firearms  
• Concealed Carry Tactics
• Urban Tactics and Critical Engagements
• Low-light Tactics
• Tactical Rifle

Special
• Justifying Force
• Firearms Safety and Maintenance
• Multi-State Concealed Carry Permit
• SimCity - Real World Simulation

Visit www.LiveWithConfidence.com for 
the complete list of programs

To get started, or learn more, contact INPAX
888.433.2040  •  info@inpax.net

www.LiveWithConfidence.com

About the Founder

Sam Rosenberg 
Program Developer & Head Instructor

Former Marine Corps officer

Professional bodyguard

Executive security consultant to Fortune 
500 Companies

Industry leader in interpersonal 
confrontation management 

Author of The Traveler’s Guide to Personal 
Security and The Way of the Warrior

Founder and CEO of INPAX and INPAX 
Global Protective Services (GPS)

Inventor of the INPAX Response Pen

About INPAX
INPAX has empowered thousands of individuals with the essential 
ability to manage violence in the real world. What makes it so 
different, so effective? 

Simple. The distillation of 20+ years of research and real-life application, 
INPAX uses a small, highly focused vocabulary of verbal, non-verbal, and 
physical tactics that can be applied against a wide array of threats.

Practical. Using simple, gross motor processes that are effective 
regardless of size or strength, INPAX does not require years of 
continuous practice and athletic ability to achieve real skill. 

Real. INPAX is a system proven effective under extreme adrenalin 
and real-world stress, and across the full spectrum of violence – from 
single opponents to guns, knives and multiple aggressors. 

Smart. When the stakes are high and seconds count, the unique 
vertical decision making process that is the foundation of the INPAX 
system, allows you to know what to do, and how – instantly - no matter 
what the scenario.
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